Chemical seed treater

CD Serie

Powerful and gentle

CD Series
+ Continuous or batch mode operation
+ Simple operation and handling
+ Precise dosing of the treatment and prevention of incorrect application due to
integrated, automatic monitoring controls

+ Optional drying in a secondary mixing drum
+ Large maintenance openings for easy accessibility

User friendly design

Gentle mixing

Aspiration

BUFFER SILO

+ Low dust abrasion
Scale Unit

Exact Dosing

Gentle mixing

SCALE t/h

(Heubach values)
due to particularly gentle
mixing without mixing tools

+ Homogenous seed coverage
and seed to seed distribution
due to fine spraying by means
of spraying nozzles

Technical Data
Easy to service
Solid Frames

SPRAYING
DRUM

MIXING
DRUM

CD10

CD30

Length

(mm)

3 300

4 850

Width

(mm)

1 400

1 900

Height *

(mm)

3 000

4 500

Weight *

(kg)

2 000

4 000

Capacity **

(t/h)

10

30

Spraying drum

(kW)

0.75

3.0

Secondary mixing drum

(kW)

0.75

3.0

Dosing of chemical liquid (ml/100 kg)

200-4000

200-4000

Gravimetric batch size

up to 100

up to 300

BUFFER SILO

Electrical drives

Easy maintenance access

(kg)

SCALE
SPRAYING
DRUM

* for two drums without scale
**based on wheat
Descriptions and measurements are approximate. We reserve the right to implement technical changes.

MIXING
DRUM

Soya uncoated

Soya coated

Wheat uncoated

Wheat coated

Continuous Mode

+ Modular design

Batch Mode

+ Unique drum design provides complete
mixing and coverage without mixing tools

+ Homogenous coverage and precision application of the seed treatment by means of
spraying nozzles

Working Principle

Powerful and gentle
The chemical seed treater combines coating capacity with coating
quality. A gentle product motion in the specially designed drum
reduces core breaks and maintains germination character.
Surface structure in the drum creates intensive micro-mixing which
provides each seed with exactly the desired amount of treating
agent for high plant health.
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